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In 2008-2010, China implemented the world’s
largest fiscal stimulus program
 Program announced in 2008-Q4
o RMB 4 trillion (US $586.68 billion)
o = 12.5% of 2008 GDP, spread over 27 months
 To be “big, fast, and effective”
 Quick return to robust growth: China was first major

economy to emerge from financial crisis


Economy grew 8.7% in 2009, 10.3% in 2010

 Euphoria in late 2009 – early 2010 offset by rumblings

of trouble by mid-late 2010


Inflation, asset bubbles, ballooning local government debt

The stimulus program
Backdrop to the stimulus: the economic and fiscal
situation
B. What was the stimulus package?
C. How was it implemented
D. The exit and post-mortem – what can we say about
China’s macroeconomic management?
A.

A. Before the deluge

Finance Minister warned of a “very tough year
ahead”– January 2009

B. The Stimulus Package
1.










The Investment Program -- the RMB 4 trillion package
Priority areas:
Transport and power infrastructure (railroads, roads, airports,
electricity grids)
Earthquake reconstruction
Rural village infrastructure
Environment, energy efficiency and carbon emission reduction
Affordable housing
Technological innovation and restructuring
Health and education

2. Accommodative Financial Policies
 Interest rate cuts from September 2008
 RMB 100 billion additional allocation for policy bank

lending
 Abolition of credit quotas for banks
 General call to increase lending to support stimulus
efforts
 December 2008: nine-step plan for financial reform




New credit mechanisms for SMEs
Broader scope for issuing corporate bonds
New regulations for the creation of REITs and private equity funds

3. Tax Cuts
 Conversion from an investment-type VAT to a

consumption-type VAT
 Reduction of income tax on small firms
 Reduction of excise tax on fuel-efficient cars, etc.

4. Bailing out and Easing up on SOEs
 Bailouts of some SOEs, e.g. China Southern and China

Eastern Airlines
 Cut dividend remittances by SOEs

C. Implementation
Role of local governments
 Under China’s decentralized system, ¾ of public
investments are undertaken by local governments, mostly
at municipal and county levels
 Stimulus investment projects would be distributed in
same ratio, and virtually all projects require cost-sharing
from local governments
 To be eligible for stimulus projects, LGs must show
sufficient counterpart funds

Financing the RMB 4 trillion
 At outset, central government committed to funding RMB

1.18 trillion.
 The remainder:
Local governments
 Bank loans
 “Self-raised funds”








Bond issues by enterprises or banks
Fees and levies
Enterprise retained earnings
Personal funds and donations

To enable local governments to finance
counterpart funds
Fiscal rule was relaxed to permit greater local government
borrowing
 MOF issued RMB 200 billion in treasury bonds on behalf of
local governments in 2009 and again in 2010.
 Endorsed the use of local government financial platforms and
other means of raising debt
“.. supporting localities with appropriate conditions to organize and
build financial platforms, issue corporate debt and medium term notes
and other financial products, to broaden the channels of funding for
providing counterpart funds for central government investment
projects.”
-- PBC and CBRC joint document, 24 March, 2009

Local government financial platforms – local
investment corporations (LICs)
 Corporate entities created to undertake the task of raising

funds to finance public investment -- an innovation to
work around the prohibition of direct borrowing by local
governments
 Piloted in the late 1980s and become increasingly
important over past two decades to finance urbanization
and highways

The earliest model: General Corporation of Shanghai
Municipal Property (1988)
Public goods:
Urban infrastructure:
water, sewerage,
roads,
utility hook-ups, etc.

Budgetary allocation
for urban construction
Urban maintenance and
construction tax
Fees and charges on
public facilities
Rental incomes from
city-owned property

Contributions from real
estate development
companies

Commercial bank loans
Bond issues
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Private goods:
Profit-making
ventures in
real estate
development

Later versions of LICs
 The constraint of being financially independent was

relaxed – closer ties to local government budget
 China Development Bank became main financier/banker,
often signing long-term development finance agreements
with provincial/municipal governments for large credit
facilities to finance “bundles of projects”


Development Financing Cooperation Agreement with Guangdong
province for RMB100 bn over 10 years from Aug 2005.

 LICs were mainly backed by land assets and guarantees

from local governments

LICs proliferated during 2009-2010
 Numbers grew to nearly 9000 nationwide, scattered

across all regions and localities, at all administrative levels
including townships and towns
 They grabbed 1/3 of all new loans issued in 2009 and 40%
in 2010-Q1
 In 2009 alone, LICs increased total debt by RMB 3 trillion
to 7.38 trillion. By year end 2010 total debt exceeded
RMB 10 trillion.
Comparisons:
 Central government debt at end 2010 = RMB 7 trillion
 Budgetary revenues for local governments = RMB 4.5 trillion

China’s administrative structure

Chinese Statistical Yearbook (2010).

Relaxation of fiscal rule greatly softened the budget
constraint on local government demand for investment
 “Who wants to be the mayor who reports that he didn’t

get 8% GDP growth this year?”
 Within less than a month of the announcement of the
stimulus package, local governments had proposed RMB
18 trillion in investment projects, then RMB 25 trillion for
the first 18 provinces reporting their plans

Response from banks
 Faced great political pressure to lend
 ..banks should support industrial policy by increasing lending for
investment in priority sectors, ..and provide credit to support
“financially sound enterprises that faced temporary difficulties.”
-- State Council Office, “Several Opinions of the State Council Office on Finance Stimulating
Economic Development under Current Conditions”, 13 December 2008

 LIC were favourite clients
 Backed by governments
 Land was good collateral
 Large-scale borrowing

Commercial banks competed to lend to LICs

A “tsunami” of credit expansion in 2009

(RMB billion)
Fiscal deficit
New bank loans
New bond finance
Total
As share of GDP

2008
111
4,178
502
4,791
15.3%

2009
950
9,622
935
11,506
34.3%

2010
650
7,932
-465
8,117
20.4%

Estimating the real stimulus

Stimulus (RMB billion)
Fiscal deficit
Net new bank loans
Bond finance
Total
Stimulus (% GDP)
Fiscal deficit
Net new bank loans
New bond finance
Total

2008

2009

2010

111
252
251
614

950
5070
467
6487

650
1936
-232
2354

0.4%
0.8%
0.8%
2.0%

2.8%
15.1%
1.4%
19.3%

1.6%
4.9%
-0.6%
5.9%

D. The Exit: the stimulus worked, but economic
recovery segued to overheating

Exposed/highlighted glaring weaknesses in
macroeconomic management
Government’s inability to contain the tendency toward
overinvestment:

Winding down the stimulus
 Credit tightening started in mid-2010 and turned progressively

tighter:





Raising reserve ratio
Raising interest rates
Re-imposed credit quotas
Tightening on off-balance sheet financial products

 Investigations of LICs started in mid-2009 and multiplied

throughout 2010


Agencies involved: CBRC, PBC, NAO, MOF, NDRC, etc.

 Premier Wen Jiabao called on local governments to stop providing

guarantees – March 2010
 MOF voided local government fiscal guarantees – June 2010
 State Council called for freeze and rectification of LICs – June 2010
 Heightened scrutiny of central ministries – e.g. Ministry of Railways
– late-2010

Governance issues of LICs
 Fuzzy relationship with local governments
 No system of coordination of borrowing/capital spending

across LICs
 No agency has oversight of LICs – not MOF, PBC, CBRC,
NDRC or MOC
 No public information/reporting requirements
 Internal governance of LICs is often problematic
 Contributed to complexity and non-transparency of local

public finance

Banking sector has little capacity to appraise
credit-worthiness of LICs/local governments
 Local government finances are complex and non-

transparent – fiscal resources are fragmented under
several budgetary and extra-budgetary accounts, for
which little public information is available
 Information on lending is not widely shared among banks
– abuses include borrowers using the same collateral to
borrow from several banks
 Lending is often based on blind faith that fiscal

guarantees will be made good

Reform challenges for China
 Administrative levers are losing effectiveness over time
 Using market-compatible, indirect levers for

macroeconomic management requires building
institutions and information systems to support them
 Rationalizing the intergovernmental assignment of
responsibilities and revenues, with appropriate autonomy
and accountability, is a prerequisite to managing China’s
increasingly decentralized economic system.

